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Nucleosynthesis	in	the	Universe
•	Protons	and	neutrons	formed	10-6	s	-1s	a3er	Big	Bang	
(13.7	x	109	years	ago)	
•	H,	D,	He,	Li,	Be,	B	formed	3-20	min	a3er	Big	Bang	
•	Other	nuclei	born	later	in	heavy	stars	and	supernovae

He-burning + Nuclei 
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different	burning	phases	
characterize	the	evolution	
of	a	„massive“	star

each	burning	phase	is	controlled	
by	different	nuclear	reactions,	
which	govern	the:	
➢	energy	production	
➢	time	scale	
➢	nucleosynthesis

Nucleosynthesis	and	heavy-ion	fusion



              

The mystery of 12C+12C
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Figure 3. Excitation function data at ✓cm = 90� for 12C+ 12C and 16O+ 16O elastic scattering
(Bromley et al 1960).

the compelling suggestion that the observed structures represented the excitation and decay
of molecule-like degrees of freedom was made. At the same time, it was noted that the
absence of structure in 16O+ 16O scattering presented a challenge to any explanation.

Further measurements of reaction channels for 12C + 12C and 16O + 16O, carried out
shortly thereafter, revealed a similar pattern. The data (Almqvist et al 1960, Bromley et al
1961) for 12C+ 12C are shown in figure 4. In addition to structures similar to those observed
in the elastic scattering data, at energies below 6.5 MeV, a number of extremely narrow
resonances were seen, strongly correlated in the different reaction channels. As was the
case for elastic scattering, the reaction data for 16O+ 16O showed only a relatively smooth
energy dependence. Of particular note in the 12C + 12C reaction data is the low energy
at which the narrow resonances were observed—below the energy (VC) corresponding to
the Coulomb repulsion of two spherical 12C nuclei. It was therefore suggested that these
resonances may correspond to extremely deformed configurations of the combined system
which could result in a scattering potential which displays a pocket at large radial separation
as indicated in figure 5. The observed resonances would then correspond to the quasi-bound
states in this secondary minimum, the inner barrier of which would prevent their immediate
dissolution into the compound nucleus, and thus account for their narrow widths. Indeed,
further analysis of the elastic scattering and reaction data showed that the resonances did
indeed have extremely large partial widths for decay into 12C+ 12C, as expected for such
molecule-like configurations. It should, however, be emphasized that, at that time, no
theoretical basis existed for nuclear structure effects which might produce the postulated
quasi-stable molecular configurations.
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Figure 4. Reaction cross section data for 12C + 12C (Almqvist et al 1960) as a function of
centre-of-mass bombarding energy. The arrow indicates the expected Coulomb barrier (VC) for
spherical 12C nuclei.

2.2. Barrier resonances in reaction channels

Following the initial observation of resonant behaviour in the elastic scattering of 12C+ 12C
at energies very close to the Coulomb barrier, a variety of other more detailed studies were
performed. Of particular interest were reaction channels leading to final states such as
12C(12C, ↵)20Ne or 12C(12C, p)23Na. Galster et al (1977) and Voit et al (1977) reported
detailed excitation-function data for the 12C(12C, ↵) reaction populating several levels in
20Ne, spanning centre-of-mass energies between 4 and 13 MeV. Many resonances were
observed, and by measuring the angular distribution of transitions to either 0+ or 2� final
states (see section 2.5), spins were assigned to 11 of these resonances. The non-statistical
origin of these resonances was demonstrated by their correlated appearance in the excitation
functions for many different channels.

These narrow resonances were also studied in inclusive gamma-ray measurements.
Kettner et al (1977) determined the energy dependence of the total 12C+ 12C reaction cross
section at centre-of-mass energies between 2.9 and 6.2 MeV by measuring the inclusive
yield of gamma rays from the alpha, proton, and neutron evaporation channels leading to
20Ne, 23Na and 23Mg, respectively. These measurements were extended to higher energies
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Figure 6. Deduced nuclear S factor for the 12C + 12C total reaction cross section (Erb and
Bromley 1985).

were thought to reflect the properties of the underlying optical potential. Each cross
section enhancement appeared to arise from an angular momentum window, which was
characterized by a partial wave close to the so-called grazing value—so named because
classically this value corresponds to the angular momentum obtained for collisions between
two touching spheres. This picture was supported by the finding of Maher et al (1969)
that the optical potential needed to describe the data was considerably shallower than that
usually applied to scattering in these light systems. This small depth, combined with the
possibility of a repulsive core, suggested that Pauli exclusion effects might be important
for collisions where the nuclei have significant overlap. Note that for identical spin zero
systems such as 12C+ 12C and 16O+ 16O only even values of the relative angular momentum
are allowed.

Similar gross-structure oscillations were observed in 12C+ 12C elastic scattering at higher
energies, as demonstrated by Reilly et al (1973) and Wieland et al (1976), also shown in
figure 7. Between 15 and 40 MeV, these oscillations, as was the case in the 16O + 16O
system, followed the behaviour expected for the opening of a series of l windows, and
were separated by the energy expected for the sequence of grazing partial waves in this
system. Narrower, intermediate width features, considerably more prominent than those in
the 16O+ 16O system, also persisted. It was suggested that these intermediate width peaks
might represent some fragmentation of the strength for each successive partial wave, which,
due to structural considerations, might be enhanced in the 12C + 12C system relative to
16O+ 16O.

A curious middle ground was found in the scattering of 12C + 16O, as measured by
Malmin et al (1972) and Stokstad et al (1972) shown in figure 8. In this system, little
evidence was seen of regular gross-structure oscillations. This was believed to be due to
the fact that, with non-identical particles, both odd and even partial waves can participate.
In identical particle systems the widths of the gross structures tend to be of the order of
2–3 MeV, a value comparable to the expected energy spacing between adjacent partial waves
in the 12C+ 16O systems. Hence, in the non-identical particle case, the enhancements in the
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Experimental	investigations	for	this	key	reaction

Crucial	role	of	resonances

12C+12C	



12C	+	12C,	experimental	methods

A	new	setup		:	
‘Fusion	measurements	of	12C+12C	at	energies	of	astrophysical	interest’	 
C.L.	Jiang	et	al.	(collab.	ANL;	IPHC,	S.	Courtin	et	al;	CSNSM,	A.	Lefebvre-Schuhl)	
Argonne	National	Laboratory,	Chicago,	USA	
Atlas	Tandem,	12C,	intense	beam	Ec.m.	=	3	–	5	MeV

Detection system : coincidences γ + p and α

Gammasphere	:	100	HPGe,	e	=	10% Charged	particles

Particles	and	γ-rays



and d(12C,p) reaction products can result in severe backgrounds at
low beam energies.

Experiments based on g-ray detection typically use large
volume HPGe or Ge(Li) detectors [7,8,10,11,14,16–18]. Most of
these experiments detect the g rays emitted from the first excited
states of the evaporation residues 23Na (0.440 MeV) or 20Ne
(1.634 MeV). Corrections for populating the ground states directly
or for g-ray transitions which do not pass through these first
excited states are usually taken from charged-particle measure-
ments at higher energies. In these experiments, background g
rays, originating from cosmic rays and from the environment can
be suppressed by active or passive shielding. At very low
bombarding energies, the g-ray spectra also suffer from intense
backgrounds at Eg ¼ 2:36 MeV and 3.09 MeV, originating from the
Hð12C,gÞ13N and dð12C,pgÞ13C reactions, respectively [8].

All previous measurements of 12Cþ12C fusion excitation func-
tions were performed in ‘singles’ mode. In this report, we discuss
the advantages of measuring the charged particles in coincidence
with g rays from the decay of the evaporation residues, which
leads to a considerable reduction of the background from target
contaminants and from the environment. By using high-efficiency
arrays of particle and g-ray detectors, the associated reduction in
detection efficiency can be compensated to a large extent.

In this test experiment we used the Gammasphere detector at
the ATLAS facility consisting of 101 Compton-suppressed Ge-
detectors [19] to detect the g rays from the evaporation residues
20Ne and 23Na, respectively. The light charged particles were
detected in an annular double-sided Si-strip detector (DSSD) of
thickness 500 mm. The detector was subdivided into 16 rings and
16 wedges covering the angular range y¼ 222391 when mounted
in the forward hemisphere or y¼ 14121581 in the backward
hemisphere, corresponding to a solid angle % 7:4% of 4p. Alumi-
num foils of thicknesses of 10 mm or 1 mm, respectively, covered
the front of the DSSD, in order to absorb the elastically scattered
12C particles and electrons from the target. Thin, isotopically
enriched (Z99:9%) and natural carbon targets with a thickness
of about 40 mg=cm2 were used. The measurements were per-
formed at beam energies Elabð

12CÞ ¼ 10, 9 and 8 MeV, with beam
currents of 5–100 pnA obtained from the ATLAS accelerator.

3. Experimental result

A particle spectrum from one of the rings of the DSSD at
ylab ¼ 301 measured at Ecm¼5 MeV is given in Fig. 1a. The letters
pi and ai correspond to particle groups populating states in the
residual nuclei, 23Na and 20Ne, respectively. The spectrum is
dominated by recoil protons and deuterons from the hydrogen
contaminants in the target. Since at this energy the fusion cross-
section is still about 10 mb, it is clear that at lower energies these
contaminants will become the dominant contribution to the
particle spectrum. The corresponding g-ray spectrum obtained
from the 101 Ge detectors in Gammasphere is found in Fig. 1b.
The spectrum has been corrected for the Doppler shift of the
outgoing 23Na ions. For this reason the other lines from 20Ne or
from the room background exhibit multiple-line structures.
Slightly above the 440-keV transition in 23Na, there is an addi-
tional line at 451 keV, which corresponds to the 5=2þ-3=2þ

transition in 23Mg, populated via the 12C(12C,n) reaction. Due to
the Q values involved, this channel is closed at lower bombarding
energies.

The backgrounds associated with ‘singles’ experiments can be
removed if the charged particles and g rays are measured in
coincidence. This is seen from the two-dimensional plot of Eg vs.
Epart in Fig. 2. The various ‘islands’ associated with the population
of states in 23Na and 20Ne are clearly separated. This is the case

even for weak channels such as the decay of the 2& state in 20Ne
at Eex¼4.97 MeV, which decays via the 2þ level at 1.63 MeV
(marked a3 in Fig. 2). Since the decay properties of excited states
in the two residual nuclei are well known, the cross-sections for
producing the evaporation residues 23Na and 20Ne can be
obtained. The spectrum shown in Fig. 2 was obtained in 30 min
with a beam intensity of about 30 pnA. Fig. 3 provides a similar
spectrum taken at Ecm¼4 MeV for four rings with the Si detector
located in the backward hemisphere. In addition, in order to study
the influence of the 13C contamination, a natural carbon target
was used (the abundance of 13C is % 1:1%). At this energy the
total fusion cross-section is about 60 mb as measured in the most
recent experiment [9]. The high resolution of the Ge detectors
also allows us to identify the contributions from reactions
induced on target contaminants, which are, e.g. the source of
the two lines at 350 keV (from the 13Cð12C,aÞ reaction) and
390 keV (from the 14N(12C,p) reaction), respectively. This spec-
trum was obtained in 14 h with a beam intensity of about
100 pnA.

From the average beam currents, the target thickness and the
detection efficiency cross-sections for the production of 23Na and

Fig. 1. (a) Particle spectrum at Ecm¼5 MeV and y¼ 301. (b) g-Ray spectrum at the
same energy. The inset is an expansion of the spectrum around Eg ¼ 440 keV.

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional (energy of g rays vs. energy of particles) coincidence
spectrum summed over four rings from the DSSD at Ecm¼5 MeV and 29.3
oyo33:51. The fusion cross-section at this energy is about 10 mb.
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Particle-gamma	measurement	of	12C+12C	
at	Ecm	=	5	MeV	

Relatively	easy	as	cross-sections	still	quite	
large	

Later	measurements	pushed	down	to	
Ecm	~	3	MeV	

Limit	is	beam	current	(100	pnA)	and	beam	
time

12C+12C	fusion	at	ANL



Collaboration:	IPHC,	IPNO,	Univ.	York	(UK),	Univ.	Surrey	(UK),	GANIL,	Univ.	Aarhus	(Denmark),		
Argonne	National	Laboratory	(USA).	

Stellar	Lab	:	a	mobile	experimental	station	for	nuclear	astrophysics	and	nuclear	
structure	physics	at	future	beam	facilities	

• Physics	:	heavy-ion	fusion	reactions	in	late	stages	of	massive	stars	(M	>	8	Msolar).		  
Gamma	transitions	between	molecular	resonances	

• Systems	:	12C+12C,	12C+16O,	16O+16O.	 

• Impact	:	nuclear	molecules,	nucléosynthesis,	life	cycle	of	stars,	age	of	the	Universe	

• Technique	:	coincidences	between	particle	and	gamma-rays		
	 	 						->	low	background	measurement

Si

STELLA

S.	Courtin,	D.	Jenkins,		G.	Fruet,	M.	Heine,	D.	Montanari,	F.	Haas,	  
O.	Kirsebom,	G.	Lotay,,	P.	Regan,		F.	Hammache,	L.	Morris,	
S.	della	Negra,		F.	de	Oliveira,	N.	de	Séreville,	C.	Stodel	et	al



Motivation Experimental Setup Simulation Summary and Outlook

ANDROMEDE Accelerator

4 MV Van de Graa↵ Accelerator at IPN,
Orsay (France)

Commissioned Jan.-March 2016
12C intensity: 5-10 mA

Considerable beamtime available

μ



STELLA +	FATIMA	@	ANDROMEDE

Cylindrical	arrangement	
36	LaBr3	crystals	
Mechanics	IPHC	-	York

DAQ	:	
96	channels	IPHC	(DSSSDs)	
FATIMA	DAQ	(I.	Lazarus,	Daresbury)
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Mobile Gamma Charged Particle Detection System

Particles: 3 DSSSD

Gammas: 36 LaBr3

M. Krauth, P. Dene
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Other	ideas	for	nuclear	astrophysics	
and	clustering	with	Nu-ball



Constraints on nova models

✦Observational 
astronomy 

✦ Light output, time 
duration

Nova V4643 Sgr takes 4.8 days to 
decline 2 orders of mag

✦Ejecta: 
✦ Dust grains 
✦ Cosmic gamma ray 
      emitters: 22Na, 26Al



Cosmic gamma ray emitters
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γ -ray spectroscopy of the A = 23, T = 1/2 nuclei 23Na and 23Mg: High-spin states, mirror
symmetry, and applications to nuclear astrophysical reaction rates

D. G. Jenkins,1,* M. Bouhelal,2 S. Courtin,3 M. Freer,4 B. R. Fulton,1 F. Haas,3 R. V. F. Janssens,5 T. L. Khoo,5 C. J. Lister,5,†
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(Received 27 March 2013; published 4 June 2013)

Background: Obtaining reaction rates for nuclear astrophysics applications is often limited by the availability of
radioactive beams. Indirect techniques to establish reaction rates often rely heavily on the properties of excited
states inferred from mirror symmetry arguments. Mirror energy differences can depend sensitively on nuclear
structure effects.
Purpose: The present work sets out to establish a detailed comparison of mirror symmetry in the A = 23,
T = 1/2 mirror nuclei 23Na and 23Mg both to high spin, and high excitation energy, including beyond the proton
threshold. These data can be used to benchmark state-of-the-art shell-model calculations of these nuclei.
Methods: Excited states in 23Na and 23Mg were populated using the 12C(12C,p) and 12C(12C,n) reactions at beam
energies of 16 and 22 MeV, and their resulting γ decay was measured with Gammasphere.
Results: Level schemes for 23Na and 23Mg have been considerably extended; highly excited structures have been
found in 23Na, as well as their counterparts in 23Mg for previously known rotational structures in 23Na. Mirror
symmetry has been investigated up to an excitation energy of 8 MeV and spin-parity of 13/2+. Excited states in
the region above the proton threshold have been studied in both nuclei.
Conclusions: A detailed exploration of mirror symmetry has been performed which heavily constrains
expectations as to how mirror energy differences should evolve for different structures. Agreement with
shell-model calculations provides confidence in using such estimations where real data are absent.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.87.064301 PACS number(s): 27.30.+t, 21.10.Tg, 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv

I. INTRODUCTION

Mirror nuclei, which are equivalent under change of isospin,
reveal striking examples of the relative charge independence
of the nuclear force. A key indicator of divergences from strict
mirror symmetry, due to charge-dependent effects, is found
in the mirror energy difference (MED), defined as the energy
difference between analog states in the two partner nuclei,
where the large mass difference between the mirror nuclei is
neglected. MEDs have been shown to be sensitive to nuclear
structure effects such as particle alignments and termination
of the valence space [1,2]. Indeed, this behavior has been
studied in detail in the fp shell, for example, for mirror pairs
such as 47V and 47Cr [3] and 49Cr and 49Mn [4]. In general,
knowledge about mirror symmetry in lighter nuclei is less
well developed. This, perhaps, reflects less on the relative
difficulty of studying such nuclei and more on the fact that

*david.jenkins@york.ac.uk
†Present address: Department of Physics, University of

Massachusetts, Lowell, MA 01854.
‡Present address: Department of Physics, Western Michigan

University, Kalamazoo, MI 49008.

the nuclear structure involved increases in complexity when
multiple shells are occupied. Nevertheless, recent explorations
of mirror symmetry in the sd-fp shell include the A = 35 [5]
and A = 31 mirror pairs [6]. Large isolated values for the
MED have been observed for certain states which have been
attributed to the electromagnetic spin-orbit interaction. In both
these mirror pairs, unusual behavior has been seen in terms of
differing strengths of E1 transitions which has been linked to
the effects of isospin mixing [7].

A separate motivation for studying mirror symmetry in light
nuclei is related to nuclear astrophysics. In particular, such
studies can provide complementary data for obtaining reaction
rates for proton capture reactions which are important in the
rp process occurring in astrophysical scenarios such as novas
[8,9]. In the case of a prototypical proton capture reaction of the
form X(p,γ )Y , the progenitor nucleus X is often a short-lived
radioactive species which is impossible to produce as a target
material. This same nucleus is often equally difficult to produce
as an accelerated beam in sufficient intensity to perform the
proton capture reaction directly in inverse kinematics. In some
special cases, the latter has, nevertheless, been achieved; for
example, a direct measurement of the 21Na(p,γ ) reaction
in inverse kinematics using a radioactive 21Na beam was
carried out at the ISAC facility at TRIUMF [10]. Where direct

064301-10556-2813/2013/87(6)/064301(20) ©2013 American Physical Society
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Level structure of 31S: From low excitation energies to the region of interest for hydrogen
burning in novae through the 30P( p,γ )31S reaction

D. T. Doherty,1,* P. J. Woods,1 G. Lotay,1,† D. Seweryniak,2 M. P. Carpenter,2 C. J. Chiara,3,2 H. M. David,1,‡

R. V. F. Janssens,2 L. Trache,4,§ and S. Zhu2

1School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, United Kingdom
2Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA

3Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA
4Cyclotron Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843, USA

(Received 7 January 2014; revised manuscript received 14 March 2014; published 23 April 2014)

Comprehensive measurements of the excitation energy and spin-parity assignments for states in 31S are
presented, from the first excited state, up to energies relevant for the 30P(p,γ )31S reaction in ONe novae.
This reaction rate strongly influences heavy element abundances in novae ejecta. States in 31S are paired with
their 31P analogues using γ rays detected with the Gammasphere detector array following the 28Si(4He, n)
fusion-evaporation reaction. The evolution of mirror energy differences is explored and the results are compared
with new shell-model calculations. The excellent agreement observed in this work between experimental data
and shell-model calculations provides confidence in using computed estimates in situations where experimental
data are unavailable.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.89.045804 PACS number(s): 27.30.+t, 21.10.Tg, 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv

I. INTRODUCTION

For nuclei in the sd-shell lying close to the valley of
stability it is possible to explore the almost complete level
structure from the ground state to the region above the particle
emission threshold. Such data represent a detailed challenge
for the shell-model and can be used to explore mirror energy
differences (MEDs) in detail as a function of excitation energy
and angular momentum. A recent such example was reported
for the T = 1/2, A = 27 system [1]. States above the proton
threshold can play a critical role in explosive hydrogen burning
scenarios. A precise knowledge of the excitation energy and
spin-parity of these states is required for reliable reaction rate
estimates in the absence of direct measurements. A detailed
knowledge of the states, including below the proton threshold,
is important to establish the reliability of these assignments
and consistency with theory. In the present paper, we report on
a comprehensive γ -spectroscopy study of levels in 31S from
the first excited state to the region close to the proton threshold
(at 6130.9(4) keV [2]) of relevance for the 30P(p,γ )31S reaction
which strongly influences the production of heavy elements
in oxygen-neon ONe novae [3,4]. A direct measurement of
this reaction using ISOL radioactive beams at the energy
appropriate for hydrogen burning in novae is not presently
feasible. Our results for states lying above the proton threshold
in 31S have previously been reported in Ref. [5]. In Ref. [5]
new, low-spin resonances were identified above the proton
threshold in 31S which were not observed in the previous
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heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reaction performed by Jenkins
et al. [6,7]. The identification of these low-spin resonances
leads to a large increase in the predicted 30P(p,γ )31S reaction
rate for nova temperatures implying a larger flux of material
processed towards high-Z elements in nova environments. The
assignment of these low-spin resonances is now reinforced in
the present work by investigating the complete level structure
of 31S, from the ground state up to the energies of interest for
hydrogen burning in novae.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A ∼10 pnA, 22-MeV beam of 4He1+ ions from the ATLAS
accelerator at Argonne National Laboratory was used to
bombard a 120 µg/cm2-thick 28Si target for a period of 71 h.
At this beam energy, the compound nucleus, 32S, decays via the
single-neutron, -proton and -α particle-evaporation channels
leading to residues of 31S, 31P, and 28Si, respectively. Prompt
γ rays were detected with the Gammasphere detector array
of Compton-suppressed Ge detectors [8]. In this instance, it
was operated with the trigger requirement of two coincident
γ rays. The data were then sorted offline into standard γ -γ
matrices and γ -γ -γ cubes from which level schemes could be
constructed using the RADWARE software package [9]. Energy
and efficiency calibrations were performed using standard
152Eu and 56Co sources. An additional 6.129-MeV line in 16O,
from the 13C(α,n)16O reaction, was also used as a calibration
point to improve the energy calibration for high-energy γ rays.
The source data and 16O transition were then also used to apply
a correction for the known nonlinearity of the Gammasphere
detector array, this step is crucial in obtaining accurate γ -ray
energies, particularly for high energy γ rays.

A full angular distribution analysis was performed for
strong transitions. γ intensities were extracted and then cor-
rected for the detection efficiency of each Gammasphere ring
before being fitted as a function of detection angle, with respect

0556-2813/2014/89(4)/045804(9) 045804-1 ©2014 American Physical Society
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FIG. 15. Spectrum gated by the 1821-keV γ ray, which
depopulates the 7/2− state at 8945 keV. The 1087-keV
γ ray feeding this level is clearly visible as are the transitions below
the 1821-keV γ ray in the decay scheme.

since one of them is fed by a 1087-keV γ ray while the other
is not, see Fig. 15. Gating on this γ ray, coincident transitions
are found indicating decay branches from this first 8944 keV
state, which are consistent with a spin-parity of J π = 7/2−

for that state, since it decays to a 9/2+ and 5/2+ level by
dipole transitions. Coincidence relationships firmly establish
the presence of a second lower-spin state at 8944 keV which
is not fed by the 1087-keV line (see Fig. 16). On the basis of
its decay branches and angular correlation ratios, this second
state is tentatively assigned a spin-parity of 3/2+.

The first of these two 8944-keV states, which decays to the
9/2+ state at 2704 keV, is clearly the same as the previously
known state at 8945 keV on the basis of its decay branches.
The present J π assignment of 7/2− is consistent with the
reported ℓ = 3 transfer from a (d, n) study [63]. However,

FIG. 16. Spectrum gated by the 3914-keV γ ray, which depopu-
lates the 5/2+ state at 3914 keV. The 5030- and 5292-keV γ rays
which depopulate the astrophysically relevant states at 8944 and
9211 keV in 23Na, are marked.

Childs et al. report a strong compound nuclear contribution to
the cross section which leads them to caution on the reliability
of this angular momentum assignment [63]. Moreover, Powers
et al. report an angular distribution for this state inconsistent
with a pure, first-order direct process [62]. Hale et al. cannot
distinguish between ℓ = 2 or ℓ = 3 transfer for this level.
Most likely, it is the presence of these two near-degenerate
states at 8944 keV that leads to these ambiguous angular
distributions and demonstrates the advantage of the present
analysis in resolving these ambiguities. Given the observed
level density of ∼3 levels per 100 keV at the energies above
the proton threshold in 23Na, the accidental overlap of two
such levels is clearly a non-negligible possibility.

6. Ex = 8972 keV

Hale et al. find that the 8972-keV state may be associated
with transfer of either a d5/2 or f7/2 proton [42]. In the present
work, this state is found to decay only to a 3/2+ level. Since
an M2 transition may be ruled out on lifetime grounds, the
possibility of a 7/2− assignment may be rejected and this
state, therefore, most likely has spin-parity 5/2+.

7. Doublet of Ex = 9038 and 9041 keV

It is remarkable that there is a second doublet of states above
the proton threshold. In common with the doublet at 8945 keV,
the two states at 9038 and 9041 keV are clearly resolvable, not
only on the basis of their slightly different excitation energies,
but also from the fact that one of the levels is of high spin,
J π = 15/2+, and is fed by a 2034-keV γ ray from a 17/2+

state. It seems clear that Hale et al. have confused this high-spin
state with the second level which has decay branches to a
5/2+ and 7/2+ state [42], and is completely consistent with
a spin-parity of 7/2+ or 9/2+, as suggested by the angular
distribution measurement of Görres et al. [41]. The latter data
are consistent with a g7/2 transfer.

8. Ex = 9103 keV

No evidence was found for a previously observed state at
9072 keV, while for the previously known state at 9103 keV, an
updated energy of 9100 keV was determined together with the
assignment of a spin-parity of 13/2+, which is well supported
by both decay branchings, angular distributions and the relative
population of this level. The next reported states at 9113 and
9147 keV are not observed in this work.

9. Ex = 9171 keV

A γ decay from this state to a 9/2+ level is observed with an
associated dipole multipolarity implying a relatively high-spin
for this state.

VII. CONCLUSION

The γ decay of a large number of excited states in
the mirror nuclei, 23Na and 23Mg was investigated making
use of the 12C(12C,p) and 12C(12C,n) reactions, respectively.
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the negative-parity bands in (a) 23Na and (b) 23Mg; level and transition energies are given in keV. The width of the
arrows denotes the relative strength of decay branches.

at 4775 keV is established. This observation would favor a
9/2− assignment to the 8822-keV level. A firm candidate for
an 11/2− state is at 11720 keV. This level decays both to the
well established 7/2− state at 8945 keV as well as to the yrast

13/2+ state (by a dipole transition). Such a decay branching
allows only an 11/2− assignment. In addition, a second 13/2−

state at 10589 keV is tentatively proposed. This state decays
weakly to the first 9/2− level, as well as to the yrast 11/2+

FIG. 11. States of presumed negative parity in 23Na; level and transition energies are given in keV. The width of the arrows denotes the
relative strength of the decay branches.
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SEARCH FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS BETWEEN 12C-12C CLUSTER STATES IN 24Mg 995

Fig. 4. – Reaction Q-value of the 12C(12C, 12C)12C reaction at Elab432.9 MeV vs. the fragment g-ray
energies Eg . The spectrum has been obtained with the fragment-fragment-g coincidence condition
and a g multiplicity Mg41 condition (see text).

To show how the multiplicity condition affects the events, we have plotted in fig. 5
the projection of the events within the band Q42 Eg61.1 MeV on the Q-value axis for
different Mg conditions: Mg41 (a), Mg42 (b) and Mg4all (c). It follows from the
comparison of spectra (c) and (a) that the mutual inelastic yield as expected decreases

SEARCH FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS BETWEEN 12C-12C CLUSTER STATES IN 24Mg 991

2. – Experimental set-up and data reduction

In the present experiment, rare events are searched for and this requires an
experimental device allowing for complete identification of the reaction products and
also the use of a high detection efficiency 4p2g multidetector like the Château de
Cristal. A self-supporting carbon target of 20 mg/cm2 thickness was bombarded with a
12C beam provided by the Orsay Tandem accelerator. A beam energy of Elab 432.9 MeV
has been chosen to populate a 101 resonance which has been previously observed in the
elastic channel [5]. The beam intensity (20 nAe) was limited by the counting rate in the
g array. The charged-particle reaction products were detected in two 500 mm thick Si

Fig. 1. – Mass spectra m3 and m4 of the 12C + 12C binary reaction channels at Elab432.9 MeV.
Mass m3 refers to the most forward detector (see text).

F. Haas et al., 
 Il Nuovo Cimento A110, 989 (1997)
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Self Activity Model of LaBr3 Crystals
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Approximation of Gamma Background Spectrum
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γ	transitions	between	molecular	resonances:

1st	attempt,	Haas	et	al.	(1997) 
12C+12C,	Orsay	Tandem,	I12C	=	5	pnA	

Chateau	de	Cristal	+	2	PSD	detectors,	5	days	experiment,	7	events 
Low	beam	intensity	+	12C	and	16O	contamination	…

Q = - Eγ 1.1 MeV  
Q = - 6.0 to – 7.5 MeV   
Mγ = 1

<Q> = 6.9 MeV

7 evts

Electromagnetic	transitions	between	12C+12C	resonant	states	as	a	probe	for	clustering	in	24Mg		
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Good clusters might be those which have maximally correlated nucleons = 
closed shell nuclei
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Celui-ci permet une large couverture angulaire pour la détection des �, et le système de sup-
pression Compton (détecteurs BGO) assure une bonne réjection des � de di↵usion. L’avantage
principal de cet ensemble est une très bonne résolution en énergie des � détectés : ⇠ 0, 3% à
E

�

= 440 keV et ⇠ 0, 25% à E

�

= 1634 keV. Pour ces deux énergies, l’e�cacité est de l’ordre
de 16% et 7%, respectivement [17].

Les particules chargées sont détectées à l’aide de détecteurs annulaires au silicium à pistes
(DSSSD S1 et S2). Ceux-ci sont divisés en 16 anneaux et assurent une couverture angu-
laire �✓

lab

⇠ 15�, où ✓

lab

est l’angle entre la direction d’émission d’une particule chargée et
l’axe du faisceau. Ces détecteurs ont une bonne résolution en énergie (<1%), permettant une
étude cinématique des produits de réaction. L’e�cacité de détection est obtenue à partir de
la géométrie, un détecteur couvrant entre ⇠5 à 7% de 4⇡. Lors de l’expérience, trois de ces
détecteurs annulaires ont été montés : un à l’avant (✓

lab

= 17 - 31�) et deux autres à l’arrière
(✓

lab

= 123 - 142� et 148 - 167�). Des feuilles d’aluminium de 22 mg/cm2 et 235 µg/cm2 re-
couvrent les détecteurs placés à l’avant et à l’arrière, respectivement, afin d’absorber les noyaux
de carbone di↵usés. Ceux-ci sont en revanche détectés à l’aide de moniteurs (✓

lab

= 50�), dans
le but d’obtenir une normalisation absolue (temps d’acquisition, intensité du faisceau, épaisseur
de la cible) pour la section e�cace de fusion. Le schéma du dispositif à l’intérieur de la chambre
à réaction est présenté sur la Fig. 6.

Figure 6 – Schéma du montage à l’intérieur de la chambre à réaction.

Le faisceau de 12C a été délivré par l’accélérateur ATLAS, comportant un ensemble de
cavités résonantes (LINAC). Pour des raisons de contamination des autres états de charges,
seul les états 5+ du 12C ont pu être utilisés, limitant l’intensité du faisceau aux alentours de 100
pnA maximum. L’énergie du faisceau a été contrôlée au moyen d’un spectromètre magnétique,
conduisant à une résolution < 1%. Di↵érents points de mesures à E

lab

= 9,74 - 8,56 - 7,01 et
6,06 MeV ont pu être e↵ectués au cours des 13 jours de manipulation. Des cibles enrichies en
12C (� 99, 9%) et d’épaisseur ⇠44 µg/cm2 ont été utilisées et montées sur une roue.
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tan✓3 =
sin⇥

cos⇥+ �3
, (10)

E3 =
A1A3E

i

cm

A2(A1 + A2)

✓
1 + �

2
3 + 2�3cos⇥

�

2
3

◆
, (11)

où ✓3 et E3 sont l’angle et l’énergie calculée dans le laboratoire de la particule A3.

Ce travail, qui est à la base de l’identification du signal dans cette expérience, a été e↵ectué
pour toutes les énergies de faisceau utilisées lors de la manipulation pour di↵érents groupes
de particules : p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, ↵0 et ↵1 pour cette analyse. Un exemple de résultat obtenu
durant ce stage à E

lab

= 8,56 MeV est présenté Fig. 7.
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Figure 7 – Résultats de calculs de la cinématique de réaction à E
lab

= 8, 56 MeV pour di↵érents
groupes de protons (gauche) et d’↵ (droite).

Dans la section 2.2, nous avons discuté des sources de bruit de fond susceptibles de conta-
miner les spectres en particules, qui provenaient notamment de réactions entre le 12C et l’eau
naturellement présente dans la cible. La cinématique de ces réactions a donc été étudiée, afin
de pouvoir identifier cette contamination dans les spectres.

La dernière étape de ce travail préliminaire a été de corriger l’énergie calculée en tenant
compte du passage des particules au travers des feuilles d’aluminium dont les détecteurs annu-
laires sont recouverts (voir section 2.3 pour les détails). Ces calculs ont été e↵ectués à l’aide du
logiciel STAR [22], développé par l’Institut National des Normes et des Technologies (National
Institute of Standard and Technologies, USA).

Il est enfin possible d’identifier le signal correspondant à la fusion 12C+12C à l’aide de
cöıncidences particules-�, l’énergie de ces derniers étant connue et listée dans la Réf. [5]. Dans
la suite, l’analyse se focalise sur l’étude de la voie de sortie 12C+12C ! p+23Na. La principale
voie complémentaire ↵+20Ne sera étudiée à la suite de ce stage.

3.2 Cöıncidences entre particules et �

La technique utilisée lors de cette expérience a pour but d’indentifier le signal en rejetant
le bruit de fond responsable d’une forte contamination des spectres, et rendant très délicate
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